Green Hotels Classification

According to the total degree that each of one of the hotels gains after its green evaluation by
Greenhotels’ team, it is classified to one of the four following green categories:

Total Degree: 96-100

Hotel is being characterized as an Eco Hotel. It operates with full awareness of the impact that
the operation of a hotel has on the environment. According to its size and its capacity, it
implements methods and practices that lead to maximum saving rates of energy and natural
resources. Moreover, it communicates and promotes the idea of environmental management to
its customers so as to prompt them to adopt similar tactics and methods not only during their
staying but also in their daily life. Hotel is eco-certificated (EMAS, ISO 14001, ECO LABEL)

Total Degree: 86-95

Hotel’s managers care enough about the protection of the environment and they have adopted
effective methods and practices that aim to energy and natural resources saving. Moreover,
hotel communicates and promotes the idea of environmental management to its customers so
as to prompt them to adopt similar tactics and methods not only during their staying but also in
their daily life.

Total Degree: 76-85
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Hotel’s managers are making a significant effort towards the protection of the environment and
energy and natural resources saving, by adopting significant practices and methods for hotel’s
operation. However, there is room for development and optimization of their methods, so as the
hotel to become more eco friendly and its environmental policy to become widely known to
hotel’s customers.

Total Degree: 61-75

Hotel’s operation is based on widely accepted methods of environmental protection and energy
and natural resources saving. Nevertheless, hotel’s managers do not communicate effectively
their program neither to customers nor to their staff and/ or methods that are being applied to,
lag of effectiveness.
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